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INTRODUCTION
wLet us recall the theory of group extensions with abelian kernels Mc,
xChap. IV . Let G be a group and M a G-module. The equivalence classes
of group extensions M ª E ª G giving rise to the G-module action on M
form a group with respect to the Baer sum. Furthermore this group is
2 .isomorphic to the cohomology group H G, M .
The theory is extended to the theory of Hopf algebra extensions which
w xare abelian in some sense H; S . We restrict our interests to Hopf algebra
extensions over a field k which are of the form
A : kG ª A ª kF , .
where F, G are finite groups, kF is a group Hopf algebra, and kG is the
dual Hopf algebra of kG. Such extensions were first investigated by a
w xRussian mathematician, Kac K .
If a group L includes subgroups F, G so that the product map x,
.s ¬ xs, F = G ª L is a bijection, mutual actions d: G = F ª F, e:
 .G = F ª G arise. In this case the pair G, F together with d, e is called
w x  .a matched pair T . Each extension A is associated with some matched
 .  .pair G, F . The equivalence classes of all extensions A associated with a
 .  G.fixed matched pair G, F form a group Opext kF, k .
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the Opext groups for the
following three matched pairs with some restrictions on k. Here Cn
denotes the cyclic group of order n and S denotes the symmetric group ofn
degree n.
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 .  .1 F s C , G s C = C , and L s C h C = C , a certain2 n n 2 n n
semidirect product,
 .  .2 F s C , G s C = C , and L s C h C = C as above,n n n n n n
 . 3 F s C , G s S , and L s S C and S act on each othern ny1 n n ny1
.nontrivially .
w xThe first group has been calculated in K without proof in the case
where k s C, the complex numbers.
For the first and the second groups we present Hopf algebra extensions
by generators and relations, avoiding cohomological complications, while
for the third group we apply a cohomological result}the Kac exact
sequence, which is described in the Appendix in the form suitable for us.
Notation. We suppose that k is a ground field. The tensor product m
?  4is taken over k unless stated otherwise. We write k s k _ 0 , the group of
units in k. Let n be a positive integer. We denote by m the group of alln
nth roots of 1 contained in k, by C the cyclic group of order n, and byn
Zrn the ring of integers modulo n.
1. SUMMARY ON HOPF ALGEBRA EXTENSIONS
Throughout let F, G be groups.
 .A pair G, F , together with group actions on sets
d: G = F ª F , e: G = F ª G
w xis said to be matched T, Definition 2.1 if the cartesian product F = G
 .forms a group with unit 1, 1 with respect to the product
x , s y , t s x sd y , se y t , .  .  .  . .
 .where x, y g F, s, t g G in particular the actions must fix 1 . The group
\is denoted by F G instead of F = G.^
For example, if the action d is trivial, that is, sd x s x for s g G,
 .x g F, and if e gives a group automorphism of G, then the pair G, F is
\matched. In this case F G s F h G, a semidirect product.^
Let n be a positive integer.
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EXAMPLE 1.1. Let
 < 2 :F s C s x x s 1 ,2
 < n n :G s C = C s a, b a s b s 1, ab s ba ,n n
where generators and relations are presented. The pair is matched to-
gether with the trivial action d and the action e of group automorphisms
defined by
aib j e x s a jbi i , j g Zrn . .
EXAMPLE 1.2. The pair of groups
 < n :F s C s x x s 1 ,n
 < n n :G s C = C s a, b a s b s 1, ab s ba ,n n
together with the trivial action d and the action e of group automor-
phisms determined by
aib j e x s aiq jb j i , j g Zrn , .
is matched.
If a group L includes subgroups F, G so that the product map x,
.s ¬ xs, F = G ª L is a bijection, then the actions d, e defined by
sx s sd x se x s g G, x g F .  .  .
 .make G, F a matched pair.
 w x.EXAMPLE 1.3 cf. BS, Example 8.23b . Let L s S be the symmetricn
 .group on the n letters 1, 2, . . . , n, and let a s 1 2 ??? n be a cyclic
permutation. Then L s S includes the subgroupsn
 : <F s C s a , G s S s s g S s n s n 4 .n ny1 n
so that the product map F = G ª L is a bijection. Hence a matched pair
 . ys  i. iS , C arises. Since a sa fixes the letter n for 1 F i F n y 1, itny1 n
follows that
sd ai s as i. 1 F i F n y 1 . .
If n G 4, the actions d, e are both nontrivial.
wLet k be a ground field. Denote by kG the group Hopf algebra Mo,
x G wExample 1.3.2 and by k the dual Hopf algebra of kG Mo, Example
x  G.1.3.6 , which consists of all maps G ª k. We denote by e g k the duals
 .basis of s g G .
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 .Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over k with coproduct D :A
A ª A m A, counit « : A ª k, and antipode S : A ª A the subscriptsA A
.A are often omitted . Let
i pGA : k ª A ª kF .
G  .be an extension of kF by k . This means by definition that i resp. p is
 .an injective resp. surjective Hopf algebra map and
<Im i s a g A 1 m p D a s a m 1 . 4 .  .
 w x .Refer to M1, Lemma 1.2 for some equivalent conditions. Thus A s
[ A is an F-graded algebra withxx g F
< GA s a g A 1 m p D a s a m x , A , k . 4 .  .x 1
w x  .Furthermore by Sch, Theorem 2.4; MD, Theorem 3.5 , A is a left
G G w xcrossed product k ) F of F over k P, p. 2 . Precisely there are units x
G .  .x g F in A such that A s k x, « x s 1, 1 s 1. We call such x a basisx
w  .xfor A or A .
 .Actions d, e which make G, F a matched pair arise as follows. The
action © : F = kG ª kG on the algebra kG associated with A s kG ) F
is defined by
y1 Gx © u s xux x g F , u g k . .
This is independent of choice of x and is in 1]1 correspondence with an
 .  .  .action e: G = F ª G. Apply the duality * s Hom , k to A andk
 .exchange left and right. Then one obtains units s s g G in the dual Hopf
 .algebra A* called a basis for A* such that
Fi* m 1 D s s s m s, A* s sk , « s s 1, 1 s 1. .  .  .[A* A*
sgG
Further an action d: G = F ª F arises as above.
The bases for A and the bases for A* are in 1]1 correspondence see
w x.MD, Remark 1.8 . Here a basis x for A and a basis s for A* correspond
to each other if it holds that for s, t g G, x, y g F,
 :se , e x s d d , 1.4 .y t st x y
 :where , : A* = A ª k denotes the evaluation map.
 .LEMMA 1.5. The actions d, e which arise as abo¨e make G, F a
 .matched pair. We say that the extension A is associated with the matched
 .pair G, F .
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w xThis is verified directly. See also M2, Lemma 1.2; T, Theorem 3.5 .
 .Associated with each matched pair G, F , there exists a special exten-
 .  .sion A ``split extension'' in which there is a basis x for A and a basis s
for A* corresponding to each other and satisfying
x y s x y x , y g F , st s st s, t g G . .  .
 w x .So, in particular the algebras A, A* are both skew group rings P, p. 4 .
Thus for each x g F,
y1
y1D x s sd x m e x , S x s e sd x . .  .  . s  se x .
sgG sgG
In the terminology of Hopf algebra theory, A s kGakF, the bismash
w xproduct T, p. 847 .
Suppose that two extensions of kF by kG are equivalent, that is, there is
 .a Hopf algebra map necessarily an isomorphism between the middle
terms which is compatible with each i, p . Then they are associated with
the same matched pair.
 .DEFINITION 1.6. We keep in mind a matched pair G, F fixed and
denote by
Opext kF , kG , .
the set of the equivalence classes of all extensions of kF by kG that are
 .associated with the pair G, F .
The Opext set just defined forms an abelian group as follows. Fix a
 .matched pair G, F . Let
A : kG ª A ª kF i s 1, 2 .  .i i
be two extensions associated with the pair. We define A ? A to be the1 2
crossed product of F over K s kG obtained as the so-called Baer sum of
A and A . In fact, first note that the tensor product A m A is naturally1 2 1 2
a crossed product of F = F over K m K. Next let B be the subalgebra of
 .A m A consisting of all x, x components for x g F, which is a crossed1 2
product of F over K m K. Finally A ? A is by definition the scalar1 2
extension K m B of the left K m K-module B along the product mapKmK
K m K ª K of K s kG. Furthermore A ? A is a Hopf algebra with the1 2
coalgebra structures and the antipode induced from those of A m A ,1 2
and this Hopf algebra, together with obvious i, p , forms an extension
 .  .  .A ? A associated with the fixed matched pair G, F .1 2
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 G.PROPOSITION 1.7. Opext kF, k forms an abelian group with product ?,
whose unit is the equi¨ alence class of the split extension.
w xSee H, Proposition 5.11 for the proof. We refer to Proposition A.5 in
the Appendix for the cohomological description of the Opext group.
Remark 1.8. The facts mentioned in this section hold in a more general
situation. In fact we may replace kF by a cocommutative Hopf algebra and
kG by a commutative Hopf algebra.
 Cn=C n.2. CALCULATION OF Opext kC , k2
 w x.  .THEOREM 2.1 cf. Kac K . We consider the matched pair C = C , Cn n 2
? ? ? ?2 n .  .defined in Example 1.1. Suppose that k s k , k s k . Then
Opext kC , kCn=C n , m . .2 n
Remark 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, suppose in addition that the characteris-
tic ch k of k is prime to n and k contains a primitive nth root of 1. Then
the conclusion deduces
Opext kC , kCnC , Zrn. .2 n
This holds in particular if k s C, the field of complex numbers. This result
w xhas been announced in K, p. 473 without proof. Our proof below does not
w xseem so ``cumbersome'' as is mentioned in K .
Cn=C n  .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Write K s k and let e g K be the duali j
basis of aib j, where i, j g Zrn. Note that the action © : C = K ª K2
 .induced from e is determined by x © e s e i, j g Zrn .i j ji
 .For each z g m we will define an extension A associated with then z
matched pair considered. By a K-ring we mean an algebra given an
algebra map from K. Let A s A be a K-ring generated by an element xz
with relations
2 i jx s z e , xe s e x i , j g Zrn . . i j i j ji
ij
w x By a simple application of Be, Proposition 7.1 it follows that A is left or
.right K-free with basis 1, x. Regard A m A, k as K-rings given the
algebra maps
D «K K
K ª K m K ¨ A m A , K ª k ,
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respectively. Define K-ring maps D: A ª A m A, « : A ª k by
j pD x s z e x m e x , « x s 1. .  . i j p q
ijpq
Define also an anti-algebra map S: A ª A by
S x s x , S u s S u u g K . .  .  .  .K
Then one sees directly that these are well defined and that A s A ,z
together with these maps, forms a Hopf algebra. Moreover,
i p
A : K ª A ª kC .z z 2
is an extension associated with the matched pair considered, where i is a
 .  .  .  .natural inclusion and p is determined by p x s x, p u s « u u g K .K
 .  .Clearly A is the split extension. Further one sees easily that A ?1 z
 .  .  .  .  .A ; A ; means ``equivalent'' . If A ; A , then A must bez 9 zz 9 z 1 z
cocommutative, so z s 1.
 .It remains to show that any extension A in question is equivalent to
 . some A . The dual extension A* is a right crossed product in fact az
C2w x.  :twisted group ring P, p. 4 of C = C s a, b over k . Let a, b be basisn n
elements for A* corresponding to a, b and define
n n y1 y1a s a , b s b , g s b a ba.
C2  C2 .Then these are elements in k . Let e , e g k be the dual basis of 1,0 1
? .x. Since « a s 1, a is of the form a s e q ce , where c g k . Take an0 1n ? ?n’  .  .nth root c g k of c, which exists since k s k by assumption. By
n y1’  . .replacing a by a e q c e we may suppose that a s 1 and similarly0 1
 .b s 1. From the two ways of reduction of baa ??? a n times a one sees
nthat g s 1. Hence there exists z g m such that g s e q z e . Let 1, x ben 0 1
i j  .the basis for A corresponding to the basis a b 0 F i, j - n for A*. We
calculate the evaluation
i j p q iqp jqq j p :  :D x , a b e m a b e s x , a b g d e . k l k l k
z j p , if k s l s 1,s  0, otherwise.
Hence we have
j pD x s z e x m e x . 2.3 .  . i j p q
ijpq
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2Define d s x . Then d is a unit in K. Further, by reducing x x x in two
ways one sees that x © d s d , so
d s c e , where c s c / 0, c s 1. i j i j i j ji 00
ij
2  .The relation x s d is consistent with 2.3 if and only if
c s z j pqi qc c i , j, p , q g Zrn . .iqp , jqq i j p q
Hence, if we write j s c s c , j g m and10 01 n
c s z i jj iq j i , j g Zrn . .i j
? ?2 .’There is a square root j of j in k since k s k by assumption. The
K-ring map f : A ª A defined byz
yiyj’f x s j e x .  i j /
0Fi , j-n
 .  .gives an equivalence A ; A .z
Here we explain about the relation between our Opext group and the
classical Opext group for group extensions.
 .Let G, F be a matched pair with the action d: G = F ª F trivial.
Then the action © : F = kG ª kG induced from the other action e
Ã Ãmakes the group G an F-module, where G denote the group of all group
? Ã . wmaps G ª k . Hence we can define the group Opext F, G Mc, Chap. IV,
ÃxSect. 3 of the equivalence classes of all group extensions G ª E ª F
Ãassociated with the F-module G.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that G is a cyclic group of order n. Suppose
? ?n .that k s k , the characteristic ch k is prime to n, and k contains a
primiti¨ e nth root z of 1. Then
G ÃOpext kF , k , Opext F , G . .  .
Ã GProof. Since k contain z , we have kG s k . Hence, if
ÃE : G ª E ª F .
Ãis a group extension giving rise to the F-module action on G, then
G ÃkE : k s kG ª kE ª kF .
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is a Hopf algebra extension associated with the fixed matched pair. The
Ã .  .  .correspondence E ¬ kE induces an injection Opext F, G ª
 G.Opext kF, k . This is a surjection, since one sees by the way of the proof
 .of Theorem 2.1 that in any Hopf algebra extension A in question A is
spanned by group-likes.
 Cn=C n.3. CALCULATION OF Opext kC , kn
 .THEOREM 3.1. We consider the matched pair C = C , C defined inn n n
? ?n .Example 1.2. Suppose that k s k . Then
m = m , if n is odd,n nC =Cn nOpext kC , k , .n   4m = m r "1 , if n is e¨en. .n n
Proof. Let K, e be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The action © :i j
C = K ª K induced from e is determined by x © e s e i, j gn i j iyj, j
.Zrn .
First we suppose that n k 2 modulo 4.
 .  n2 .  n .  .Let z , h g m = m and let « s z , where s n n y 1 r2. Noten n 2
that « s "1. If n is odd, then « s 1. We define a Hopf algebra A asz , h
follows. As a K-ring A is generated by an element x with relationsz , h
jn  . j
2x s « h e , xe s e x i , j g Zrn , 3.2 .  . i j i j iyj , j
ij
the coalgebra structures are the K-ring maps D, « determined by
j pD x s z e x m e x , « x s 1, .  . i j p q
ijpq
and the antipode is the anti-algebra map S determined by
y1 i jS x s x z e , S u s S u u g K . .  .  .  . i j K
ij
 .  j .  .  l .  lqn .2In 3.2 , the notation « j g Zrn makes sense, since '2 2
modulo 2 if n ' 0 modulo 4. This Hopf algebra A together with obviousz , h
 .i, p forms an extension A associated with the matched pair consid-z , h
ered.
 .  .  .  .It is easy to see that A ? A ; A . If A is equivalentz , h z 9, h 9 zz 9, hh 9 z , h
 .to the split extension A , then A must be cocommutative, so z s 1.1, 1 z , h
Further the equivalence is given by a K-ring map f : A ª A of the1, h 1, 1
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form
f x s c e x , .  i j i j
ij
? n n .  .where c g k . One sees that f x s f x if and only ifi j
h j s c c ??? c i , j g Zrn . 3.3 .  .i j iqj , j iqny1. j , j
Further f is consistent with the coalgebra structures if and only if
c s c c i , j, p , q g Zrn , c s 1. 3.4 .  .iqp , jqq i j p q 00
 . n nIf we write s s c , t s c , then it follows from 3.4 that s s t s 1,10 01
i j  . j  n2 . j  n2 .c s s t . Hence 3.3 is reduced to h s s . In particular h s s .i j
This implies h s 1 if n is odd. Suppose that n ' 0 modulo 4. Then
 .  .h s "1. To show that A ; A , we may suppose that ch k / 2.1, y1 1, 1
r  . ry1Let r be the largest integer such that 2 divides n and j g k is a 2 th
? ?nw  . xroot of y1 this exists since k s k by assumption . Then we see that
i .the K-ring map f : A ª A determined by f x s  j e x gives an1, y1 1, 1 i j i j
equivalence.
 .We will show that any extension A in question is equivalent to some
 .  : CnA . Consider the right twisted group ring A* of a, b over k . As inz , h
the proof of Theorem 2.1, there exist basis elements a, b for A* and an
element g in kCn such that
n n na s b s g s 1, ba s abg .
 .Let z s g x . Then z g m . Dualizing the structure we haven
j pD x s z e x m e x , .  i j p q
ijpq
k i jwhere x are the basis for A corresponding to a b . On the other hand, A
is defined to be a K-ring generated by x with relations
nx s c e , xe s e x i , j g Zrn , . j i j i j iyj , j
ij
? n n .where c g k , c s 1 note that x © x s x . We calculatej 0
n nn j pq . jq n n2D x s z e x m e x .  i j p q
ijpq
s z  n2 . jqc c e m e . j q i j p q
ijpq
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n . n n2  .  .  .If we write « s z s "1 as before, then D x s D x if and only if
« jqc c s c j, q g Zrn . 3.5 .  .j q jqq
This implies that
« 
n
2 .cn s 1. 3.6 .1
If we write h s c , then h g m since «  n2 . s 1 from the assumption that1 n
 .n k 2 modulo 4. Moreover the solution of 3.5 is given by
c s «  j2 .h j j g Zrn . .j
 .  .Thus we have proved that A ; A .z , h
Suppose that n ' 2 modulo 4. We modify the proof above. For the
 .definition of A , we replace the first relation in 3.2 byz , h
2 njn j  .2’x s « h e , where « s z , i j
ij
’keeping the others unchanged. Here « denotes a fixed square root of « .
’Note that if we take another choice y « , we obtain A . Furthermorez , yh
i .  .  .A ; A , which is given by the K-ring map x ¬  y1 e x.z , h z , yh i j i j
 .  .  .Using this fact one sees that A ? A ; A . To show thatz , h z 9, h 9 zz 9, hh 9
 .  .  .  .A ; A implies z , h s 1, "1 , we do not need any change. Toz , h 1, 1
 .  .show that any extension A in question is equivalent to some A , wez , h’ .  .have only to see from 3.5 and 3.6 that c s « h for some h g m and1 n2j j’  .c s « h j g Zrn .j
Remark 3.7. Suppose that n s p is an odd prime. Suppose that k is an
algebraically closed field whose characteristic ch k is prime to p. Then the
wHopf algebra A defined above is equal to the A defined in M2, Sect.z , h z , g
x j2 , where g s  h e , a group-like in K.i j i j
 Sny 1.4. CALCULATION OF Opext kC , kn
 .THEOREM 4.1. We consider the matched pair S , C defined inny1 n
? ? ? ?2 n .  .Example 1.3, where n G 4. Suppose that k s k , k s k . Then
Opext kC , k Sny 1 s 0. .n
We devote the remainder of this section to the proof of the theorem.
If G is a group and M is a right G-module which is meant as usual a
. n .right ZG-module , we denote by H G, M the nth cohomology group of G
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?w xwith coefficients M Mc, Chap. IV, Sect. 5 . We always regard k as a
?2 .trivial G-module. The group H G, k is often called the Schur multipliers
of G.
? ?n . wLet us begin the proof. Since k s k by assumption, it follows by Mc,
? ? ?2 2x  .  .Chap. IV, Theorem 7.1 that H C , k s 0. Further, since k s k , itn
follows that
m , if n G 4,? 22H S , k s .n  0, if n F 3,
w xand the restriction map Br, p. 80
? ?2 2res: H S , k ª H S , k .  .n ny1
 w x.is a surjection see, for example, Bl, p. 206 . Hence the conclusion will
 .follow by the Kac exact sequence Theorem A.6 if we prove that the map
? ? ?3 3 3res: H S , k ª H C , k [ H S , k 4.2 . .  .  .n n ny1
induced from the two restriction maps is an injection.
? ?2 .LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that k s k .
? ?3 3 .  .  .1 If n s 5 or n G 7, then res: H S , k ª H S , k is ann ny1
injection.
 .2 If n s 4, we ha¨e an exact sequence
res? ?3 30 ª m ª H S , k ª H S , k . .  .4 4 3
 .3 If n s 6, we ha¨e an exact sequence
res? ?3 30 ª m ª H S , k ª H S , k . .  .2 6 5
Ã 4Proof. Write N s 1, 2, . . . , n , where n G 4, and let N be the group of
? Ãall maps f : N ª k with pointwise product. We denote an element in N
  .  ..by f 1 , . . . , f n for f. By dualizing the natural action of S on N, then
Ãabelian group N is made into a right S -module. Thusn
c , . . . , c s s c , . . . , c s g S . 4.4 .  .  .  .1 n s1. sn. n
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ÃLet P be the quotient S -module of N modulo constant maps. For then
 .cyclic permutation a s 1 2 ??? n , the map
i ¬ ai , N ª C s S rSn n ny1
gives an isomorphism of left S -sets. Hence it follows from the Shapiron
?r rÃw x  .  .lemma Br, Proposition 6.2 that H S , N , H S , k and then ny1
?r r Ã .  .restriction map is identified with the map H S , k ª H S , N in-n n
? Ã .duced from c ¬ c, c, . . . , c , k ª N. Consider the long exact cohomology
? Ãsequence arising from the short exact sequence 0 ª k ª N ª P ª 0 of
right S -modules. Then one obtains the exact sequencen
d res? ?2 3 30 ª H S , P ª H S , k ª H S , k , 4.5 .  . .  .n n ny1
where d is the so-called connecting map.
2 .Recall that the group H S , P is identified with the group of alln
equivalence classes of group extensions P ª E ª S , which give rise ton
 .  w x.the action 4.4 see Br, Chap. IV, Sect. 3; Mc, Chap. IV, Sect. 4 . Fix
such an extension
i p
E : P ª E ª S . . n
 .  .Let d s i i q 1 1 F i F n y 1 be the simple transpositions in S andi n
 .take g g E such that p g s d . Writei i i
32d s g 1 F i F n y 1 , u s g g 1 F i F n y 2 , .  .  .i i i i iq1
2 < <w s g g i y j ) 1 . 4.6 .  . .i j i j
Then these are elements in P, where we regard P ; E via i. Blackburn
w x  .  .  .B1, Theorem 2 gives the conditions S ] Z , which the data given in 4.6
should satisfy. For the application of this result, one must rewrite the
.  .addition into the product in P. We denote by c :c : ??? :c the element in1 2 n
 .P which is the natural projection of c , c , . . . , c , and call each c a1 2 n r
component in the element.
First we suppose n G 5 and claim:
 .Claim 4.7. By a replacement of g , the data in 4.6 can be chosen soi
 .that d s 1 1 F i F n y 1 and all components in each u , w are either 1i i i j
or y1.
In fact it follows from the first one of the Blackburn conditions,
d d s d 1 F i F n y 1 , S .  .i i i i
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 .that each d is of the form d s c : ??? :c :1:1:c : ??? :c . Take ai i 1 iy1 iq2 n
? ?2 .square root c g k of c , which exists by the assumption k s k , and’ r r
y1 y1 .write g s c : ??? : 1: 1: ??? : c . By replacing g by g g , we obtain’ ’1 n i i
that d s 1. In this case, part of the Blackburn conditions turns out to bei
as follows:
u d d s u 1 F i F n y 2 , T .  .i i iq1 i i
< <w d s w i y j ) 1 , U .  .i j i ji i j
u u d s 1 1 F i F n y 2 , V .  .  .i i i i
< <w w s 1 i y j ) 1 . W .  .i j ji i j
 .  . w  .  .xIt follows from the conditions T , V resp. U , W that all compo-i i i j i j
 .nents in each u resp. w may be taken to be "1. Thus the claim hasi i j
been ensured.
If ch k s 2, it follows by Claim 4.7 that all d , u , w may be taken to bei i i j
 . 2 .1. This means that every E splits, so H S , P s 0. Hence parts 1 and 32
 .  .of Lemma 4.3 follow from 4.5 in characteristic 2 .
w xSuppose ch k / 2. Following the notation of KlP , let I* be the right
?S -module obtained by modifying the definition of P, replacing k by Zr2.n
? 4The inclusion Zr2 , "1 ¨ k induces the right S -module map I* ª P,n
2 . 2 .which induces the group map H S , I* ª H S , P . This is a surjec-n n
w xtion by Claim 4.7. Kleshchev and Premet KlP, Theorem 1 shows that if
2 . 2 . wn s 5 or n G 7, H S , I* s 0, so H S , P s 0. They also assert thatn n
2 . x  .H S , I* s 0, but I do not think that this is correct. By 4.5 one6
completes the proof of part 1.
Next we suppose that ch k / 2, n s 6. To complete the proof of part 3,
2 .we will show that H S , P s Zr2. One sees directly that the data6
d s 1 1 F i F 5 , u s 1 1 F i F 4 , .  .i i
w sw s w s w s w s w s 1:1:1:1:1:y1 , .13 31 14 41 24 42
w sw s w s w s 1:1:1:y1:1:1 , .15 51 25 52
w sw s 1:y1:1:1:1:1 4.8 .  .35 53
satisfy the Blackburn conditions. Further the group extension giving rise to
 .these data does not split see also the proof below . Conversely, any
 .nonsplitting extension E in question can give these data. In fact we may
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w xtake d s 1 as before. Furthermore we modify the proof in KlP, p. 588 toi
see that u , w may be chosen as above. In fact one sees first from thei i j
 .condition Y that w may be as above by some replacement of g , andi k i j i
 .then from the condition Z that u s 1 by further replacement of g .i i i
2 . w 2 .Hence H S , P s Zr2. Similarly H S , I* s Zr2. One should also6 6
2 . xstate H A , I* s Zr2.6
2Finally, supposing that ch k / 2, n s 4, we will show that H S ,4
.P s Zr4, which will complete the proof of the lemma.
’Let y1 g k be a square root of y1. One sees that the data
d sd s d s 1, u s u s 1,1 2 3 1 2
rrr ’ ’w s 1: y1 : y1 : y y 1 , .  . /13
r rr ’ ’w s 1: y1 : y y1 : y1 , 4.9 .  . . /31
where r s 0, 1, 2, 3, satisfy the Blackburn conditions and that the exten-
 .sion E which gives these data does not split if r / 0. Further the Baerr
 .  .  .sum E ? E is equivariant to E if p q q ' r modulo 4. It remains top q r
 .prove that any extension E in question can give rise to these data forr
some r. We may suppose as before that d s d s d s 1. Then it follows1 2 3
 .  .from T , V thati i
u s 1:1:1:« , u s « :1:1:1 , .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .where « s "1. If « s y1, define ¨ s 1:1:y1:y1 , ¨ s 1:1:1:y1i 1 1 2
 .and replace g by g ¨ and g by g ¨ . Then we have u s 1 s d s d .1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
Further, if « s y1 for the new g , replace g by g ¨ , where ¨ s 1:y1:2 2 3 3 3 3’ ’ .  .  .  .y1 :y y1 . Then u s 1 s d . It follows by U , W that w , w2 3 i j i j 13 31
 .must be so as in 4.9 .
Thus we have completed the proof of the lemma.
 .  .To prove that the map 4.2 is an injection, by the proof of Lemma 4.3
we have only to show that the composite
d res? ?2 3 3H S , P ª H S , k ª H C , k 4.10 .  . .  .n n n
is an injection, supposing that ch k / 2, n s 4 or 6. Note that this
composite equals the composite
res d ?2 2 3H S , P ª H C , P ª H C , k , 4.11 .  .  . .n n n
where the last d is also the connecting map.
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 .First consider in the case where n s 6. Let E : P ª E ª S be the6
 .group extension which, together with g 1 F i F 5 , gives rise to the datai
 . w  .x4.8 and the action 4.4 . For our purpose we will show that the
w x  .  .equivalence class E of E does not vanish under the composite 4.11 .
w x 2 . 2 .To know the image of E via res: H S , P ª H C , P , we writen n
h s g g g g g and calculate patiently1 2 3 4 5
h6 s 1:y1:1:y1:1:y1 . 4.12 .  .
w xThis means that the required image is the equivalence class E9 of the
extension
p
E9 : P ¨ E9 ª C . 6
X  .  .such that there exists an element h g E satisfying p h s a s d ??? d1 5
 .and the relation 4.12 . Let P be the subgroup of P consisting of the0
welements invariant under the action of C . Then one sees that m , P6 6 0
 5. xvia z ¬ 1:z : ??? :z . Since the image of the norm map
u ¬ u ua ??? ua5 , P ª P , .  .
w x 2 .is trivial, it follows from Mc, Chap. IV, Theorem 7.1 that H C , P , P6 0
w x  .in which E9 corresponds to 1:y1:1:y1:1:y1 . This further corresponds
?2 3 .  . w x wto y1 via d : H C , P ª H C , k , m , so E does not vanish. This6 6 6
 . xalso ensures that E does not split.
 .Next we consider in the case where n s 4. Let E : P ª E ª S be1 1 4
 .the extension which gives rise to the data 4.9 with r s 1. Then the
’w x  .equivalence class E goes to y1 via the composite 4.10 , which is1
hence an injection. In fact this follows since one sees that
’ ’ ’w xE ¬ 1: y1 :y1:y y1 ¬ y1 .1
 .via the maps in 4.11 .
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 4.1.
APPENDIX. THE KAC EXACT SEQUENCE
We will present an exact cohomology sequence involving the Opext
w xgroup due to Kac K .
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 .Let G, F be a matched pair of finite groups. Recall that one can form
the group
\L [ F G,^
which includes subgroups F, G.
Let
d1 «
B s ??? ª B ª B ª Z ª 01 0
w xbe the normalized bar resolution Br, p. 17; Mc, Chap. IV, Sect. 5 of right
w < < xG-modules. Thus B is a free right G-module with basis s ??? s , wheren 1 n
1 / s g G. We regard B as a right F-module byi n
< < <s s ??? s s x .1 2 n
< < <s s e s ??? s sd x s e s ??? s sd x ??? s e sd x se x , .  .  .1 2 n 2 3 n n
where 1 / s g G 2 s, x g F. Then B becomes a right L-module and B ai n
resolution of right L-modules. Similarly let
d
X
«1X X X
B s ??? ª B ª B ª Z ª 01 0
be the normalized bar resolution of left F-modules and regard this as a
resolution of left L-modules by defining the G-action on BX as follows:n
< < <s x x x ??? x .1 2 n
< < <s sd x se x d x se xx d x ??? se xx ??? x d x , .  .  .1 1 2 1 ny1 n
where s g G, x g F 2 x / 1. Further we regard BX as a resolution ofi
right L-modules by twisting the action through the inverse of L. Taking the
tensor products over Z we have a double complex;
. .. .. .
6 6
d m11X X6 6B mB B mB ???D s 0 1 1 1
6 6
X X1md y1md1 1
d m11X X6 6B mB B mB ??? .0 0 1 0
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The total complex
T [ Tot D s B m BX , . Z
together with the augmentation
« : B m BX s ZG m ZF ª Z, « s m x s 1 s g G, x g F , .  .0 0
forms a free resolution of right L-modules. Here each B m BX is a rightn m
w < < xL-module with diagonal action, which is in fact free with basis s ??? s1 n
w < < xm x ??? x , where 1 / s g G, 1 / x g F.1 m i i
Let S be the subcomplex of T corresponding to the edge complex of D:
...
6
XB m BE s 0 1
6
X X6 6B mB B m B ??? .0 0 1 0
Let U s TrS be the quotient complex. This is the total complex of the
double complex obtained by deleting E from D. We have the short exact
sequence
0 ª S ª T ª U ª 0 A.1 .
of chain complexes, in which each 0 ª S ª T ª U ª 0 splits L-n n n
linearly.
?   4.Let k be an arbitrary field and regard k s k _ 0 as a trivial right
?Ã  .  .L-module. By applying the functor s Hom , k to A.1 , we obtainZ L
the short exact sequence
Ã Ã Ã0 ¤ S ¤ T ¤ U ¤ 0 A.2 .
of cochain complexes of Z-modules. Note that
? ?n n nÃH S s H F , k [ H G, k n ) 0 , A.3 .  . .  .  .
?n n \ÃH T s H F G, k n G 0 . A.4 .  . .  /^
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ÃThe cochain complex U is the total complex of the double complex
. . .. . .. . .
X12d
6 6 6
12d12 226 6 60 C C ???
C s X11 X 21d d
6 6 6
11 21d d11 216 6 60 C C ???
6 6 6
6 6 6
0 0 0 ??? ,
?p q  p. q. where C is the group of all maps f : G = F ª k such that f s , . . . ,1
.   p. q.s , x , . . . , x s 1 if either s , . . . , s , x , . . . or x s 1. G or Fp 1 q 1 p 1 q
.denotes the product of p or q copies of G or F.
21 12 Ã 21 .Let s , t g C [ C be a 3-cocycle in U. Then, since s g Ker d in
particular, s , regarded as a map G = G ª k F, satisfies the cocycle
w xconditions P, Lemma 1.1 to form a right crossed product
F Fk )G s sk[
sgG
with which the action £ : k F = G ª k F induced from d is associated.
Thus
st s st s s, t , x e s, t g G, x g F . .  . x
xgG
Similarly t : F = F ª kG, together with the action © : F = kG ª kG
induced from e, forms a left crossed product
G Gk ) F s k x .[
xgF
GDefine an algebra A s [ k x and provide A with a coalgebrax g F
F  .structure such that A* s [ sk and the equation 1.4 holds. Thensg G
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X 21 . 12  .the condition d s q d t s 0 ensures that
i pGA : k ª A ª kF .
with the obvious i, p forms a Hopf algebra extension associated with the
 .matched pair G, F .
w x  .  .PROPOSITION A.5 K, Theorem 5 . The correspondence s , t ¬ A
induces an isomorphism
3 Ã GH U s Opext kF , k . .
of groups.
 .Consider the long exact cohomology sequence arising from A.2 and
 .  .apply A.3 , A.4 , and Proposition A.5. Then:
THEOREM A.6. We ha¨e a 5-term exact sequence
res? ? ?2 2 2\H F G, k ª H F , k [ H G, k .  . /^
res? ? ?G 3 3 3\ª Opext kF , k ª H F G, k ª H F , k [ H G, k , .  .  . /^
w xwhere each res denotes the map induced from the restriction maps Br, p. 80
\ \for F ; F G, G ; F G.^ ^
Remark A.7. If k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0,
wthen one sees from the universal coefficient theorem Mc, Chap. III,
?nx  .  .Theorem 4.1 that for a group G, H G, k , H G, Z , the homologyn
w  .xgroup of G with coefficients Z. In fact in K, 3.14 , k is supposed to be
?n .  .the field C of complex numbers and all H , k are replaced by H , Z .n
For further cohomological results on Hopf algebra extensions, refer to
w xA .
Note added in re¨ision. In the subsequent paper entitled Faithfully flat
forms and cohomology of Hopf algebra extensions, the author utilizes
essentially our result Theorem 4.1 to determine the group Opext kC ,n
Sny 1.k for an arbitrary field k. As a consequence, it is shown that the
? ?2 .assumption k s k in that theorem can be removed.
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